<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Objective: Analyze visual characteristics of personal objects and combine them in a collage and then develop this into a large drawing of these objects.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Monday         | **Activities:**  
|                | • Continue to grid your collage and your paper as stated last week.  
|                | • When you have gridded both your collage and your paper, start to enlarge your design to the white paper using the grid technique. Draw lightly.  
|                | • When you are through with enlarging your design, erase all grid lines.  
|                | • Start to add prisma color pencils using the color pencil techniques practiced last week.  
|                | **Materials:** Transparency paper, Extra fine black sharpies, Rulers, Pencils, Erasers, White paper for enlarging their design, Prisma Color Pencils |
| Tuesday        | **Objective:** Analyze visual characteristics of personal objects and combine them in a collage and then develop this into a large drawing of these objects  
|                | **Activities:**  
|                | • When you are through with enlarging your design, erase all grid lines.  
|                | • Start to add prisma color pencils using the color pencil techniques practiced last week.  
|                | **Materials:** Transparency paper, Extra fine black sharpies, Rulers, Pencils, Erasers, White paper for enlarging their design, Prisma Color Pencils |
| Wednesday & Thursday | **Objective:** Analyze visual characteristics of personal objects and combine them in a collage and then develop this into a large drawing of these objects  
|                | **Activities:**  
|                | Continue to add prisma color pencils using color pencil techniques. Students are to match the colors on their collage. Encourage testing their colors (layering them, blending some, etc.) before putting them on their design. Remind them to use a padded surface under their drawing, like a magazine or a telephone book.  
|                | **Materials:** Transparency paper, Extra fine black sharpies, Rulers, Pencils, Erasers, White paper for enlarging their design, Prisma Color Pencils |
| Friday         | **Objective:** TLW  
|                | **Activities:**  
|                | **HOLIDAY**  
|                | **Materials:** |